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 The Last Prophecy Update Before YHWH Wrath  
The Torah-Bible described some true knowledge facts compared to fake science 
witnesses in Part-1. It ended up with a little Jewish history explaining why is there 
again a Judgment? A flat-earth map printed by Gleason in America (1800 AD) 
could affirm prophecy. When the map is turned “North” will demonstrate a recent 
coalition Turkey-Russia or China (Dan. 11:11) linked to the Southern Kingdom, 
which is America when Israel is invaded at Armageddon in Jacob’s Trouble. 
(Ezek. 38 & 39) Thus a corrected (JC) calendar has changed the World Cuckoo 
Clock amended many times to reveal YHWH’s Wrath. (Pearl #300) Dating the 
Apocalypse (Pearl #276) was difficult when a 7000 year Hebrew calendar was 
off by 3-4yr., consequently should be linked to the Creation report. (Gen. 1:5)   
 

Watching at night, you see many flickering dome lights which are interpreted by 
NASA Research as moving “planets in space” These deceptive lies of fake 
science are still taught in every school fabricated from the middle Ages since Pope 
Gregory XIII. While investigating a dome ceiling looking through fisheye lens 
telescope owned 95% by the Vatican might be formed by protruding stalactite 
crystals of frozen gas highlighted by a fading Sun, or is verified by rockets that 
suddenly stopped falling back to earth shown in rapid disappearing YouTube videos.  
The Torah-Bible recorded that the earth is a flat disk linked to a Sun turning one 
solstice into seven (7) moon cycles of tropical seasons (no winter), mistranslating 
the age of Methuselah in current years (969) not genetically possible. (Gen. 5:27)  
A historic Gleason map of the Earth could discover the date of the Apocalypse 
amended many times by calculating a shifting magnetic (North) Pole. Numerous 
magnetic locations were evaluated (50 Km/yr. @2020) moving toward Siberia by a 
team of French scientists in the past 20 years and postulating that the earth is 
turning with axis wobbles counter-clockwise inside a magnetic positive dome.   
 

Applying physics, a weird magnetic negative earth mass is repelled like magnets, 
being moved by a magnetic negative Sun creating levitation of perpetual solstice 
fueled by ∞ light. It operates like a clock that turns a (sun) pointer “around once” 
to push a magnetic (pole) “one step” to turn Moon cycles short 27 days/yr. 
shining in fluorescent cold light. It modified a prehistoric Zodiac that changed a 
(JC) calendar after Noah’s Flood by adding a winter season for longer solstice 
year cycles. Today we see Polaris (North Star) useful for sail ships linked to moon 
cycles and gold-bronze clocks (Babushka Egg Book #3-Ancient Calendar 
Mysteries). Thus clocks, pole shifts, shorter Methuselah age and checking geology 
of ancient tropical climate like coal or big fossil bones could date the Apocalypse.  
 

They Hide GOD With The Biggest Lie EVER! Flat Earth clues! 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C1DsMTwEX54 

 

When accumulated knowledge is exchanged for counterfeit science, one becomes 
ignorant. Just show me a genuine photograph of the phantom Hubble telescope, 
or put an astronaut suit in liquid air (Kelvin temperature)? I copied some of their 
fake galaxy pictures in Babushka egg books; perhaps it saved my Life from the 
Oil cartel or shadow US government because so many recent scientists were 
murdered to be silent. I sent (11-11-11) President Obama Babushka Egg Concept 
Book #9. Three weeks later I had a surprise visit by the IRS and the State 
Department traveling miles on dirt roads. They investigated an old barn and found 
nothing, but wondered how an old retired man knew of suppressed top secret 
energy information kept hidden for a 100 years by international governments. 
Worldwide most oil wells are depleted, so recently they seek other sources but 
should employ gigantic Energy abundantly embedded in nature, which will fuel 
Yeshua’s Kingdom for thousand years. Please read - Free Energy for Dummies #33. 
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An inventor pennamed Jonah-II exposed many dangerous energy frauds in veiled 
science that revealed forgotten Truth shown unaware in small steps by YHWH.  
A retired Jonah-II discovered numerous “warnings” in the Torah-Bible of why 
and how this civilization will perish and documented divine facts that separated 
Mankind into two groups. The Creator YHWH prophesied three important Cities 
in our time: one for the Saints invited to His Golden City headquarters traveling 
throughout the universe (Rev. 21:9); the other two Cities are on Earth. Perhaps one 
is NYC or the Vatican involved in global commerce and businesses (Rev. 18). The 
Creator YHWH will judge the Elite controlling humanity and destroy a city in one 
hour; either uses a big earthquake or a nuclear bomb via Illuminati FED-IMF bankers?   

 

Thus, watch the next event of Two Witnesses from heaven like Elijah and Enoch, 
revealing the AntiChrist and explain what was misunderstood in the Gospel as 
Yeshua prophesied a global judgment similar to Noah’s time (2288 BC). When 
Mankind became corrupt again was declared once more guilty to end in His 
Wrath (Gen. 6:5) like wicked Sodom & Gomorrah. But YHWH planned that Life 
will continue without Evil guaranteed by divine laws for a future Jod dimension.     
 

Therefore dating a Hebrew 7000yr. calendar was only corrected by (35yr. ) needed 
more proof from the Minor Prophets. (Pearls #276, #294, #295) related to Jacob’s 
Trouble (Pearl #120), which is connected to present political events in Jerusalem. It 
is linked to a short Jewish history retold by Stephan (Acts 7) with Abraham, Moses 
and finalized in the murder of their Messiah Yeshua. It ends in a Resurrection and 
a Temple curtain mystery split from the top to bottom revealing Eternal Life. 
Thus the religious establishment started persecutions of messianic new believers 
called Christians that caused the Creator YHWH to destroy their Temple (70AD). 
 

Consequently Jews were exiled for 2000yr, disbursed throughout Gentile nations 
and held “on” to Ersatz traditions. They suffered persecution, robbery and ethnic 
cleansing to fulfill a self inflicted curse when their Messiah Yeshua was tortured 
and crucified. The nation Israel ended in a revolt by Bar-Kokhba (132-136AD) that 
totally destroyed the city Jerusalem with thousands of Jews killed, the rest sold as 
slaves, even the land was renamed Palestine. Now Israel prophesied is reborn on 
the predicted Endtime, but many rabbis wish to sacrifice in a Temple and so reject 
their Messiah again. Educated in outdated tradition became spiritually dead thus 
soon will be judged in Seven Seals linked to Seven Thunders. (Pearl #242) The 
next civilization will show an official Date of the return of Yeshua-Jesus on a 
special commemorate coin embossed King of Kings and Lord of Lords to govern 
seventy nations worldwide. This current generation is lacking common sense and 
do not realize that Bible history is repeated many times, Babushka Egg Book #1-
God’s Plan for Humanity being warned again by a global Corona Virus outbreak.  
 

To prove that Yeshua was divine, he paid the price on a Cross for Mankind being 
inoculated with Evil so safeguard a Jod dimension. A future Life was explained 
(John 4:4-42) converted to wine (John 2:1-11) closing with the appointment of many 
Saints to teach governments a diversified culture reviewing Probation (Pearl #300) 
with a teeter-totter balance test of Mercy unto Life. But many will not qualify for 
Eternal Life and thus judged: Mercy unto Death. Perhaps Babushka Egg Concept 
Books #10 - #14 and many Pearls are preserved in heaven for the next generation to 
chronicle why and how an atheistic World Order again ended in His Wrath.  
Therefore the Creator YHWH sent His final “Warnings” by an appointed second 
Jonah-II in Pearl #889, Part-1, which affirmed “repent” to receive Eternal Life 
before the prophesied 2nd Apocalypse is concluded in the Third City Jerusalem -
YHWH’s footstool paid by King David, still dated before Solstice 2022 AD?     


